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This is it the book Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick
Austin to be best seller just recently. We provide you the very best offer by obtaining the amazing book
Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin in this site. This
Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin will certainly not
just be the type of book that is challenging to locate. In this internet site, all types of books are provided. You
could look title by title, author by author, and also author by author to learn the most effective book Secret
Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin that you can review
currently.

Review
It's amazing how much information is packed into this book.  It has everything a homesteading gardener
should want to know. It  is easy to read, makes perfect sense, and shows you how to do it step by step!

Aside from showing  the basics of creating a successful permaculture garden, it also shows  how to build a
grey water irrigation system, how to build a duck pond, how to preserve food, how to make a key-hole
vegetable garden, and how to use natural pest control for bugs and for 4 legged garden robbers. 

If you are serious about putting food on your table, you need to get this book!

Whoa Rick!
I am on chapter 9 and am really loving your book! 
The last permaculture book I ordered is about 2" thick and really scary...!
Your book makes so much sense, easy to read and understand, and pictures
are very helpful!  Now all I have to do is put all your awesome information
into practice!!!
You ROCK!
MANY THANKS!!!
Connie 

Great Book!
Thanks! We certainly will be implementing your ideas - with Gratitude!
We would like to receive your newsletter as advertised in your book!
Please add us to your list:
Thanks Again!
Being Patient for your next titles!
Be Well!
Marilyn- Kansas



Please add me to your email list. Secret Garden is the only practical guide I have found in 4yrs  of searching!
- THANX!
Carl W [90yr old] in WI   

This book packs a ton of information into a single, compact resource.

This was the best explanation of permaculture I've ever read. Many permaculture books are often
intimidating due to their size, at many point confusing and laborious to read, and some are rather expensive
($100+). With Secret Garden of Survival, however, you come away understanding the how's and the why's
of permaculture in record time.

...once you've read Rick's book, the other permaculture books all start to make a lot more sense. Save
yourself the headache, and read this one first. HerbalPrepper.com

From the Author
The Secret Garden of Survival is based on years of research, experimentation and first hand experience on
using permaculture concepts in a homestead orchard, vineyard and berry farm.

These techniques work- amazingly well- because you simply let nature do what it wants to do, instead of
trying to force nature to do what man wants it to do. All without using fertilizer, and without using pesticide.

I have been asked to speak at numerous conferences to talk about my success, and I have been teaching
people how to do this on their own homesteads. Many people have asked me to write a book on the subject,
so here it is.

I tried to make the book easy to follow, and easy to read. I tried to make it short and sweet, so people can get
down to the meat of the subject. I used a lot of color pictures and illustrations, even though my publishers
said this was going to be expensive- I knew it would be better for my readers to actually see how this is done,
and with a picture being worth a thousand words, I guess I have saved you from reading over 120,000
additional words, by supplying you with these pictures.

From the Inside Flap
Nature has grown food this way for millions of years.
 
Studies of native indigenous people around the world (people who have lived off the land for generations
without electricity, without refrigeration, without commercial agriculture, and without pesticides and
insecticides) showed that these people have lived primarily on perennials (plants that grow year after year
without replanting) as opposed to annuals such as your typical grocery store vegetables (crops that you must
replant each year). 

Aside from living off perennial fruits and nuts, these indigenous people also lived on small animal proteins
...In other words, people who have survived for generations, without the modern day comforts of a consumer
society, have done so by eating fruits and nuts from the land, as well as small animals - (rabbits, birds, fish,
etc.)
 
In a future world where there is potentially no electricity, no refrigeration, no super markets, no seed stores,
no fertilizers, no pesticides and no feed stores (for domestic farm animals), it makes sense to look at people
who have managed to live successfully for generations without these "conveniences".

Furthermore, these people are simply "hunter/gatherers"- so instead of spending their time planting and



tending crops, these people spend the majority of their time harvesting their food, without all the "work" that
you would typically think of with traditional gardening. 
 
These people don't plant in rows, they don't plant year after year, they don't weed, they don't fertilize, and
they don't water plants in order for the plants to survive long enough to bear fruit.

Yet they have managed to survive for hundreds, if not thousands of years this way...
 
If you keep this thought in mind while reading this book, you'll understand that you can create your own
"Garden of Eden", which works with nature, instead of against it.  A garden that provides you with more and
better food than you could ever imagine, with less work than any garden you have ever planted before.  And
perhaps most important of all, your garden will be disguised to look like "nature", so that no one would ever
assume you had food planted there.
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Use the sophisticated innovation that human establishes this day to locate the book Secret Garden Of
Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin easily. However initially, we will
ask you, just how much do you like to check out a book Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A
Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin Does it consistently until surface? For what does that book check
out? Well, if you actually like reading, aim to read the Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A
Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin as one of your reading compilation. If you just read guide based
upon requirement at the time and incomplete, you need to aim to such as reading Secret Garden Of Survival:
How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin first.

Why should be Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin in
this site? Get much more profits as exactly what we have informed you. You can locate the other relieves
besides the previous one. Alleviate of obtaining guide Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A
Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin as what you really want is likewise offered. Why? We offer you
many type of guides that will certainly not make you really feel weary. You can download them in the link
that we offer. By downloading and install Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food-
Forest. By Rick Austin, you have taken the proper way to select the simplicity one, compared to the trouble
one.

The Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin tends to be
great reading book that is easy to understand. This is why this book Secret Garden Of Survival: How To
Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin comes to be a favored book to check out. Why don't
you really want turned into one of them? You could enjoy checking out Secret Garden Of Survival: How To
Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin while doing other activities. The existence of the soft
documents of this book Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick
Austin is kind of getting experience effortlessly. It includes how you need to conserve the book Secret
Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin, not in shelves obviously.
You might save it in your computer system gadget and gadget.
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Imagine a food garden that you only have to plant once in your life-time, that takes up very little space, that
will provide food for you and your family for the next 30 years; that can grow five times more food per
square foot than traditional or commercial gardening; and where you never have to weed, never have to use
fertilizers and never have to use pesticide-- ever. All diguised as overgrown underbrush, so nobody knows
you have food growing there! This book will show you how to do it in one growing season!
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Review
It's amazing how much information is packed into this book.  It has everything a homesteading gardener
should want to know. It  is easy to read, makes perfect sense, and shows you how to do it step by step!

Aside from showing  the basics of creating a successful permaculture garden, it also shows  how to build a
grey water irrigation system, how to build a duck pond, how to preserve food, how to make a key-hole
vegetable garden, and how to use natural pest control for bugs and for 4 legged garden robbers. 

If you are serious about putting food on your table, you need to get this book!

Whoa Rick!
I am on chapter 9 and am really loving your book! 
The last permaculture book I ordered is about 2" thick and really scary...!
Your book makes so much sense, easy to read and understand, and pictures
are very helpful!  Now all I have to do is put all your awesome information
into practice!!!
You ROCK!
MANY THANKS!!!
Connie 

Great Book!
Thanks! We certainly will be implementing your ideas - with Gratitude!
We would like to receive your newsletter as advertised in your book!
Please add us to your list:
Thanks Again!
Being Patient for your next titles!
Be Well!



Marilyn- Kansas

Please add me to your email list. Secret Garden is the only practical guide I have found in 4yrs  of searching!
- THANX!
Carl W [90yr old] in WI   

This book packs a ton of information into a single, compact resource.

This was the best explanation of permaculture I've ever read. Many permaculture books are often
intimidating due to their size, at many point confusing and laborious to read, and some are rather expensive
($100+). With Secret Garden of Survival, however, you come away understanding the how's and the why's
of permaculture in record time.

...once you've read Rick's book, the other permaculture books all start to make a lot more sense. Save
yourself the headache, and read this one first. HerbalPrepper.com

From the Author
The Secret Garden of Survival is based on years of research, experimentation and first hand experience on
using permaculture concepts in a homestead orchard, vineyard and berry farm.

These techniques work- amazingly well- because you simply let nature do what it wants to do, instead of
trying to force nature to do what man wants it to do. All without using fertilizer, and without using pesticide.

I have been asked to speak at numerous conferences to talk about my success, and I have been teaching
people how to do this on their own homesteads. Many people have asked me to write a book on the subject,
so here it is.

I tried to make the book easy to follow, and easy to read. I tried to make it short and sweet, so people can get
down to the meat of the subject. I used a lot of color pictures and illustrations, even though my publishers
said this was going to be expensive- I knew it would be better for my readers to actually see how this is done,
and with a picture being worth a thousand words, I guess I have saved you from reading over 120,000
additional words, by supplying you with these pictures.

From the Inside Flap
Nature has grown food this way for millions of years.
 
Studies of native indigenous people around the world (people who have lived off the land for generations
without electricity, without refrigeration, without commercial agriculture, and without pesticides and
insecticides) showed that these people have lived primarily on perennials (plants that grow year after year
without replanting) as opposed to annuals such as your typical grocery store vegetables (crops that you must
replant each year). 

Aside from living off perennial fruits and nuts, these indigenous people also lived on small animal proteins
...In other words, people who have survived for generations, without the modern day comforts of a consumer
society, have done so by eating fruits and nuts from the land, as well as small animals - (rabbits, birds, fish,
etc.)
 
In a future world where there is potentially no electricity, no refrigeration, no super markets, no seed stores,
no fertilizers, no pesticides and no feed stores (for domestic farm animals), it makes sense to look at people
who have managed to live successfully for generations without these "conveniences".



Furthermore, these people are simply "hunter/gatherers"- so instead of spending their time planting and
tending crops, these people spend the majority of their time harvesting their food, without all the "work" that
you would typically think of with traditional gardening. 
 
These people don't plant in rows, they don't plant year after year, they don't weed, they don't fertilize, and
they don't water plants in order for the plants to survive long enough to bear fruit.

Yet they have managed to survive for hundreds, if not thousands of years this way...
 
If you keep this thought in mind while reading this book, you'll understand that you can create your own
"Garden of Eden", which works with nature, instead of against it.  A garden that provides you with more and
better food than you could ever imagine, with less work than any garden you have ever planted before.  And
perhaps most important of all, your garden will be disguised to look like "nature", so that no one would ever
assume you had food planted there.

Most helpful customer reviews

146 of 151 people found the following review helpful.
Only a basic overview
By Buy American
If you're expecting this book to be a guide or handbook then think again as it only provides a sketchy
description with little instruction. I see in another review that someone said they were glad it wasn't big and
scary or something and actually had to LOL at that (I truly did snort). I'd think anyone that would buy this
sort of book would demand big and scary, I sure do. Here's the email I sent to the author after reading the
book:

Hi Rick,
When I saw your book on Amazon I was pretty excited because I've been shopping for something
EXACTLY like this for awhile, but I have to say after reading it I was a little disappointed. My first thought
when it arrived was in regards to how small it is, I was expecting to see something with at least 200 pages...it
barely broke 100 and half of it is useless pictures.

I am not a master gardener. I, like most people, need to be able to learn thoroughly about a subject in order to
put it into action. We pay the $20.00+ for a book like this because maybe we don't have the time to
experiment year after year. The point is you should have included some companion charts, more examples
(with details), and sponsored a forum so people can chat about what they've got.

I, for example, have flat ground located in an arid climate with harsh winters. I did pick up a few tips but not
20 bucks worth from the book. I don't expect you to know secret recipe for success about my particular soil,
but some specific examples and ideas would have left me able to get rolling this fall when I can plant again.

I am sure I am not alone in this matter. As it stands I'm really not much further ahead and will have to
continue to scour the internet for ideas on the variations of plants. I'll most likely return the book.

***UPDATE*** Reply From Author:

Mike:

Thanks for buying my book and for sending me your email below.



I am sorry you are disappointed and the book did not meet your expectations. (Hopefully you have read the
entire book, as most people who have, have told me that they love it.)

I wrote the book because so many people asked me to do so, to explain how they could create their own
Secret Garden of Survival for themselves. When I decided to write the book , I knew how difficult it was to
read all the technical, lengthy, and confusing permaculture texts out there (and I have read plenty of them)
that were 300+ pages, and that more oriented toward someone who was more of a horticulturalist, that your
average home owner.

I therefore tried to make the book simple, straightforward, and give people the most information, using the
fewest number of words possible so that they could get to actually doing the project themselves. I also used a
huge number of full color photos, since people learn more from seeing something, than from reading. And
even though my publisher said the book would be expensive to print with 120+ full color photographs, I
knew that it was important for people to see the detail, so that they would not have to read 300+ pages of
explanation.

I try to give the basic concepts in the book of how guilds work and the infrastructure that will give people the
best result. I talk in my book about how I cannot possibly give every example of every guild plant that will
work in every environment and USDA zone. However, I also state that it is important for the homeowner to
find a good local plant nursery, that understands permaculture and that can provide you with plants that were
propagated in their area, and that are native to that area and environment. That is because plants that you get
from the big box stores typically have travelled 1500 miles and are pumped full of "drugs" to make them
look good when they are on the store floor. Most of those trees will not be of a variety that will do well, or
that will actually bear fruit in every zone in which they are sold.

As an example, there are apple trees that will grow in the Northeast US, and apple trees that will grow in the
Southern US. They are all apple trees, and each may grow in each other's environment, but a northern apple
tree will never bear fruit if planted in the south, because a northern apple tree needs more "chill hours" (hours
in the winter below 45 degrees) before it will set fruit.

All that being said, most people appreciate that they do not have to read 300+ pages, or have to wade through
20 page charts, and cross reference each guild plant, to figure out how to plant their own guilds in their own
environment.

If however, you are looking for a bigger text that goes into more specific detail, with multiple charts and
graphs, then I recommend you get the book Gaia's Garden. It is 300+ pages, and I have seen it on amazon for
$48.00+.

As you can see, I am open to answering questions of people who have purchased my book and I am always
willing to help answer questions that people might have, as well as provide a forum for questions on my
website, and radio show.

If you have not read the book completely, please do so and see if it is not helpful to you. If you want to
return the book after that, and want to pick up any one of the permaculture books geared toward more
professional gardeners and landscapers, then I encourage you to do so.

Let me know if I can help you in any case.

Rick.



22 of 24 people found the following review helpful.
In my gardening library, this book stands out
By Mrs. WaterBuck
Just when I thought I knew every gardening technique, along comes Rick Austin with something entirely
new -- at least his idea is new in print. The author follows the example of people from thousands of years ago
who gathered food from their environment without planting or tending any of it.

I'd already planted my garden by the time I'd encountered this book, but, as some vegetables are nearing the
end of their lifespan, I'm already thinking of how I can begin my own secret survival garden. I know I will be
carrying this book with me to the garden to review as I begin my project. The abundant color pictures are a
real plus, making it easy to see the details. Of particular interest to me is the info on grey water systems.
Since our terrain and climate here is similar to the author's, I am confident and excited about getting started
this fall with my first guild.

Even if you have a library of gardening books, as I do, this book is a nice addition with an entirely different
approach. I have dozens of gardening and survival books, but none like this one.

46 of 55 people found the following review helpful.
while informative, I paid $30 for this book for color pictures?
By Bryan M. Miller
Ok first off information wise I give this book 4 stars, lots of good info on what type of area you are looking
for a how to set it up.

I give this book 1 star on actual preppers guide. This book was meant to be done 2 years or so before a actual
emergency, most of the stuff he did would take years by hand to do without the use of heavy equipment. And
most people don't have a lot of money to spend 2 years prepping something like this.

I give this book 1 star for photo's. While the author himself said the book is so expensive because of the
photo's if it meant getting this book for 14.99 without photos vs 30 with, I would take the 14.99 version
100% of the time. The photo's show some nice before and after, but show virtually nothing at the same time.
Drawing taken from the side, top to bottom with guides of where he planted would have served a better
purpose than the worthless color photo's. Better photo's would have been in close showing of the guilds with
circles in the photo's of where the stuff was planted (bare, before growth). He had drawing of how guilds
where done, but nothing in depth actual color photo wise. In reality most of the photo's where to far out to
show anything or to close to show anything but the intended crop.

I give the rest of the book 1 star as far as grey water and root cellaring, we all have 100's of books on the
subject a lot of wasted pages for stuff most of us already have. I wanted guilds and good guild guides.

I would have rather seen the author put together a list of tree's, plants into a geographical location and what
works best and what doesn't. He gives some through out the book, about some types of plants that have a
certain synergy. But not enough in my opinion.

While overall this is a great book and I wouldn't have known about a lot of this stuff before hand, I will end
up doing most of the research myself vs. paying $30 for an idea. If I'm paying 30 for a book it damn well
better have all the info I require. This book does not.

That is why this book gets 3 stars, it provides a lot of good starting points, but ultimately for the price it's not
worth 5 stars.



But now that I see it's 20 now I feel like my butt hurts.

See all 109 customer reviews...
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reason that we suggest this Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick
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Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin it directly. You might not additionally wait to obtain guide
Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin to send out by the
vendor in various other days.

Review
It's amazing how much information is packed into this book.  It has everything a homesteading gardener
should want to know. It  is easy to read, makes perfect sense, and shows you how to do it step by step!

Aside from showing  the basics of creating a successful permaculture garden, it also shows  how to build a
grey water irrigation system, how to build a duck pond, how to preserve food, how to make a key-hole
vegetable garden, and how to use natural pest control for bugs and for 4 legged garden robbers. 

If you are serious about putting food on your table, you need to get this book!

Whoa Rick!
I am on chapter 9 and am really loving your book! 
The last permaculture book I ordered is about 2" thick and really scary...!
Your book makes so much sense, easy to read and understand, and pictures
are very helpful!  Now all I have to do is put all your awesome information
into practice!!!
You ROCK!
MANY THANKS!!!
Connie 

Great Book!
Thanks! We certainly will be implementing your ideas - with Gratitude!
We would like to receive your newsletter as advertised in your book!
Please add us to your list:
Thanks Again!
Being Patient for your next titles!
Be Well!
Marilyn- Kansas

Please add me to your email list. Secret Garden is the only practical guide I have found in 4yrs  of searching!



- THANX!
Carl W [90yr old] in WI   

This book packs a ton of information into a single, compact resource.

This was the best explanation of permaculture I've ever read. Many permaculture books are often
intimidating due to their size, at many point confusing and laborious to read, and some are rather expensive
($100+). With Secret Garden of Survival, however, you come away understanding the how's and the why's
of permaculture in record time.

...once you've read Rick's book, the other permaculture books all start to make a lot more sense. Save
yourself the headache, and read this one first. HerbalPrepper.com

From the Author
The Secret Garden of Survival is based on years of research, experimentation and first hand experience on
using permaculture concepts in a homestead orchard, vineyard and berry farm.

These techniques work- amazingly well- because you simply let nature do what it wants to do, instead of
trying to force nature to do what man wants it to do. All without using fertilizer, and without using pesticide.

I have been asked to speak at numerous conferences to talk about my success, and I have been teaching
people how to do this on their own homesteads. Many people have asked me to write a book on the subject,
so here it is.

I tried to make the book easy to follow, and easy to read. I tried to make it short and sweet, so people can get
down to the meat of the subject. I used a lot of color pictures and illustrations, even though my publishers
said this was going to be expensive- I knew it would be better for my readers to actually see how this is done,
and with a picture being worth a thousand words, I guess I have saved you from reading over 120,000
additional words, by supplying you with these pictures.

From the Inside Flap
Nature has grown food this way for millions of years.
 
Studies of native indigenous people around the world (people who have lived off the land for generations
without electricity, without refrigeration, without commercial agriculture, and without pesticides and
insecticides) showed that these people have lived primarily on perennials (plants that grow year after year
without replanting) as opposed to annuals such as your typical grocery store vegetables (crops that you must
replant each year). 

Aside from living off perennial fruits and nuts, these indigenous people also lived on small animal proteins
...In other words, people who have survived for generations, without the modern day comforts of a consumer
society, have done so by eating fruits and nuts from the land, as well as small animals - (rabbits, birds, fish,
etc.)
 
In a future world where there is potentially no electricity, no refrigeration, no super markets, no seed stores,
no fertilizers, no pesticides and no feed stores (for domestic farm animals), it makes sense to look at people
who have managed to live successfully for generations without these "conveniences".

Furthermore, these people are simply "hunter/gatherers"- so instead of spending their time planting and
tending crops, these people spend the majority of their time harvesting their food, without all the "work" that



you would typically think of with traditional gardening. 
 
These people don't plant in rows, they don't plant year after year, they don't weed, they don't fertilize, and
they don't water plants in order for the plants to survive long enough to bear fruit.

Yet they have managed to survive for hundreds, if not thousands of years this way...
 
If you keep this thought in mind while reading this book, you'll understand that you can create your own
"Garden of Eden", which works with nature, instead of against it.  A garden that provides you with more and
better food than you could ever imagine, with less work than any garden you have ever planted before.  And
perhaps most important of all, your garden will be disguised to look like "nature", so that no one would ever
assume you had food planted there.

This is it the book Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick
Austin to be best seller just recently. We provide you the very best offer by obtaining the amazing book
Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin in this site. This
Secret Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin will certainly not
just be the type of book that is challenging to locate. In this internet site, all types of books are provided. You
could look title by title, author by author, and also author by author to learn the most effective book Secret
Garden Of Survival: How To Grow A Camouflaged Food- Forest. By Rick Austin that you can review
currently.


